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Pattern Sheets

49191E
Home Sweet Stitch

STITCH YOUR STATE!
Simply trace your state with tracing paper and 
stitch! This kit includes over a dozen icons, 50 
states, and text to customize your own project. 
Great for gift giving or even a keepsake for 
your home. You can reuse this kit over and 
over again!

Kit contents:  8  inch x 8  inch white poplin fabric, 
12 yards of 100% cotton floss, needle, and
four 11 inch x 17 inch pattern sheets.

Designed by
Cathie Filian and Steve Piacenza
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Counted Cross StitchPattern Sheets

WM45700
Afternoon Nap

18-ct White Aida Cloth
Adapted from the artwork of Marilyn Barkhouse

©Marilyn Barkhouse.
 Licensed by Porterfield’s Fine Art Licensing

Approx. 5 in x 7  in (12.70 cm x 17.78 cm)

5 x 7 INCH CROSS STITCH MINI
Kit contents:  fabric, 100% cotton floss, floss separator, needle, chart, and instructions.
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Stamped Home Decor

WM49055E
Flowers from the Garden

45 in x 45 in (114.30 cm x 114.30 cm)

LAP QUILTS
Lap quilts add the perfect timeless accent to any room. 
Designs are stamped with washable blue ink on 50% 
polyester/50% cotton fabric. 

Kit contents: stamped fabric and easy-to-follow 
instructions. Embroidery floss, backing, and batting 
materials are not included. Suggested DMC floss 
requirement listed on chart. 

PILLOWCASES
Add beautiful accents to your bedding with these stamped cross stitch pillowcases. Delicate, finely detailed designs are stamped 
with washable blue ink on quality, easy-care 60% cotton/40% polyester pillowcases.
Finished size: 30 inch x 20 inch (76.20 cm x 50.8 cm). 

Embroidery floss and needle not included. Suggested 
DMC floss colors are listed on chart. 

Pillowcases are sewn in the USA. 

Kit contents: 2 stamped pillowcases and a chart.

45076
Butterflies in Flight
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Stamped Cross StitchStamped Home Decor

47726
Sweet Baby
Crib Cover

34 in x 43 in (86.36 cm x 109.22 cm)
©Brenda Walton

47805
ABC Baby
Crib Cover

34 in x 43 in (86.36 cm x 109.22 cm)
©Brenda Walton

40787
Babies are Precious

Crib Cover
34 in x 43 in (86.36 cm x 109.22 cm)

CRIB COVERS

49472E
Springtime Baby Animals

Crib Cover
34 in x 43 in (86.36 cm x 109.22 cm)

(Floss & Needle Included)

Our stitchery products combine the ease of an all-in-one kit with charming designs suitable for any nursery. From traditional 
to fanciful, each product features quality materials, appealing colors, and an unsurpassed attention to detail. 
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Stamped Cross Stitch
CRIB COVERS • QUILT TOP

45567
On the Farm
Crib Cover

34 in x 43 in (86.36 cm x 109.22 cm)

43241
Alphabet Dreams

Quilt Top
34 in x 43 in (86.36 cm x 109.22 cm)

(Backing fabric not included)

Crib cover kits include: 70% polyester, 30% cotton fabric, pre-quilted and pre-finished (unless indicated), designs 
that are stamped with washable blue ink, 100% cotton floss, a needle, and easy-to-follow instructions.

Pastel Colorway Listed
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Fiber Art

As an avenue for creative and cultural 
expression, the history of fiber arts dates 
back for centuries. Various techniques 
such as weaving are used to combine 

natural and synthetic fibers into beautiful 
works of art. 

A CLASSIC TRADITION

49108
Weaving Loom
All-in-One Kit

WARP WEAVE

ALL-IN-ONE LOOM KIT
This all-inclusive kit provides the beginning weaver with everything needed to create a simple woven piece. 

Kit contents:  a rectangle loom, comber, two needles, shuttle, pom-pom tool, shed stick hanger for finished project, and easy 
step-by-step instructions. (Yarn not provided).

SHUTTLE

SMALL
LOOM COMB 2 NEEDLES

POM-POM
TOOL

SHED

HANGER

8
pc
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Connect & Share
Plaid Enterprises is one of the world’s 
largest, most diverse manufacturers of 
creative do-it-yourself products. In addition 
to the products we make, every day Plaid 
delivers inspiring projects, the latest 
techniques, and “how-to” education directly 
to crafters and makers. We are inspired 
by how you use our tools and products to 
explore your creativity, and invite you to 
connect & share with us on social media. We 
look forward to seeing your projects as well 
as sharing inspiration and education with 
you.  

Create. Share. #PlaidCrafts

@PlaidCrafts (Look for us on Facebook, 
Instagram, YouTube, Pinterest, & TikTok)

Live-Streaming Tutorials

How-To Videos

Inspirational Projects

Step-By-Step Instructions

Handmade Treasures with a Story

We invite you to 
join the Official 

Bucilla Group  
on Facebook!
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